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IIIINTRODUCTIONNTRODUCTIONNTRODUCTIONNTRODUCTION    

 

As an Anglican church, the Church of Ireland is committed to theological discourse using 

scripture, tradition, and reason. However, scripture offers special challenges for the modern context, 

and many of the current tensions within our Communion can be traced to differences over the 

interpretation and application of scripture. The current Anglican Consultative Council’s project “The 

Bible in the Life of the Church” highlights the need for the Anglican churches to reflect seriously on 

the role which scripture plays in parish and theological life. Scriptural reading should be done both in 

reference to its original settings as well as the needs of believing communities. Reason insists we engage 

with the scientific and historical study of the Bible; tradition demands we do so as a faithful 

community. All too often such work is relegated merely to formal degree programmes, where it can fail 

to enrich parish worship and community. A forum which facilitates the feeding of continuing biblical 

education into the life of the church is therefore to be welcomed. 

The formation of such an organization will fulfill three needs within the Church of Ireland 

community. First, it will promote biblical literacy and continuing education amongst all members. 

Second, it will provide a mechanism for biblical scholars and clergy to reflect on how scholarship 

informs faith. Lastly, it would provide a contact to efforts in the wider Anglican Communion to reflect 

and refine Anglican biblical hermeneutics.  

To these ends, we invite suggestions for and participation in the formation of a Biblical 

Association for the Church of Ireland. This organization will welcome the active participation of both 

clergy and laity, including biblical scholars, Religious Education teachers, and other interested believers.  

Said organization would aim to enrich and deepen the use of the Bible in the Church of Ireland by 

encouraging rigorous and faith-based biblical study. Through the encouragement of diocesan biblical 

education, periodic events, study material suggestions, church-wide study themes, and cooperation with 

the ACC, the efforts of this group will facilitate the Church of Ireland’s development of a communal 

approach to scripture.  

The proposed Biblical Association is intended not to be another specialist talking-shop, but a 

place where both rigorous biblical scholarship and the needs of the average person in the pew can 

fruitfully interact. While the involvement of scholars will be necessary for the group to succeed, 

membership is open to all who view the Bible as Scripture. 

Although focused on reading and studying the Bible as an Anglican community, we recognize 

that we share the scriptures with other Christian traditions and with Jewish traditions. It is hoped that 

our work on collectively reading scripture in a disciplined and reflective way will open new avenues for 
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ecumenical dialogue both within the Anglican Communion and with other communities. The vision is 

thus ecumenical and broad church minded. Towards these ends, the working group suggests that the 

patronage of the two archbishops would be appropriate.  

A working group formed around this idea in November 2010, made up of interested biblical 

scholars primarily in Dublin. The working group’s inaugural effort was to produce a group biblical 

study resource which would both enable parishes in Ireland to engage with the Bible and the Life of the 

Church project and draw attention to the working group’s proposal for BACI. The theme of the 

study—described in later section of this packet—was Creation, set in the context of Lent 2011, in 

tandem with The Bible in the Life of the Church’s Task 1. The working group is collating feedback 

from this project, which it will forward to the ACC as well as use for the planning of BACI.  

For more information on this initiative or to offer suggestions, please contact 

baci.anglican@gmail.combaci.anglican@gmail.combaci.anglican@gmail.combaci.anglican@gmail.com, or visit the temporary website at <http://bibliahibernica.wordpress.comhttp://bibliahibernica.wordpress.comhttp://bibliahibernica.wordpress.comhttp://bibliahibernica.wordpress.com>.   

It is hoped that this Biblical Association for the Church of Ireland will better encourage biblical 

scholars within Ireland to engage with their parishes’ needs and will help build the Church of Ireland as 

a biblically grounded community.  

 

The initial working group is: 

Dr. Margaret Daly-Denton 

Dr. Katie Heffelfinger 

Dr. David Hutchinson-Edgar 

Dr. Ken Fennelly 

Rev. Dr. K. Virginia Kennerley 

Rev. Darren McCallig 

Dr. Andrew Pierce 

Dr. Jason M. Silverman    
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TTTTHE HE HE HE ACC ACC ACC ACC AND THE    BBBBIBLE IBLE IBLE IBLE IN THE    LLLLIFE IFE IFE IFE OF THE    CCCCHURCH PROJECTHURCH PROJECTHURCH PROJECTHURCH PROJECT    

 

Our engagement with the Bible has several aspects to it – rather like the different 
parts of a house. The actual black print on white paper on which the words of the 
Bible are written resembles the front door of the house – our point of access and 
welcome. Then as we enter the house we find ourselves standing on Christ the Rock, 
who is the living foundation-stone of the whole building in which we are located. The 
walls that separate us room from room can be linked to the different contexts which 
we bring to our study and exploration of the scriptures, which affect the shape and 
parameters of our reading. But overarching all, as a roof for the entire building, is the 
world-wide Church which both embraces and offers a generous boundary for our 
reading. 

– Archbishop David Moxon of New Zealand,  

opening ‘The Bible in the Life of the Church,’ 2009 

 

The Bible in the Life of the Church project is a three-year initiative of the Anglican Consultative 

Council, which began in 2009. The project is primarily designed to discover and reflect upon how the 

Bible is read and used on the ground within the various Anglican churches. A series of official, regional 

“user groups” have worked through set texts, and the ACC will collate the results from these meetings. 

Besides offering a snapshot of biblical use at the present, this initial also offers the communion a chance 

to read scripture together outside the lectionary. Even more importantly, it serves as a call to critically 

reflect on how, where, and why scripture is used and a call to engage more fully as provinces and as a 

communion. As the committee says on the ACC BILC website, “It is intended that the ‘outcome’ of the 

project would not be (simply) a formal report, but would include practical tools for the theological 

education of both clergy and laity. It may well also be that material from the project could be presented 

to the newly established Faith and Order Commission.” 

 

Two thematic case studies were chosen as foci, Creation and Social Justice. 

 

The first case study, Creation, was chosen to discuss the 5th Mark of Mission, “To strive to safeguard 

the integrity of creation and sustain and renew the life of the earth.”  The ACC set the following texts 

for study: 

· Genesis 1-2  
· Jeremiah 4:11-31  
· Psalm 104  
· Song of the Three Young Men 23-68  
· Mark 4:1-41  
· Romans 8:12-27  
· Colossians 1:3-29  
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· 2 Peter 3:1-13  
 

The second case study appeals to the 4th Mark of Mission, “To seek to transform unjust structures of 

society,” and is broken into two parts, Gender and Economic. The ACC has set the following texts: 

o Unjust gender structures –  

Genesis 38 
Numbers 27:1-11, 36:1-12 
Proverbs 31:10-31 
2 Samuel 13 
Nehemiah 13 
Matt 15:21-28 
Luke 2 
Acts 16:11-24 
Gal 3:23-29 
1 Tim 2:1-15. 

o Unjust economic structures –  

Deut 15 
Ezek 27:1-36  
Rev 18 
Psalm 73  
Luke 1:39-58 
Isaiah 58 
Luke 6:17-38 
Mark 10:17-34 
1 Cor 11:17-34 

 

With the feedback from the first stage in place, the steering group is discussing a number of results, 

including a book, a dvd, and further reflection on Anglican hermeneutics. Information can be found on 

the project’s blog page, <http://anglicanbible.blogspot.com/> and the ACO site, 

<http://www.anglicancommunion.org/acns/news.cfm/2010/1/28/ACNS4680>. The coordinator, 

Stephen Lyon, can be emailed at <stephenlyon@gmail.com>. 

 

The initiative’s steering group’s Chair is the Most Revd David Moxon, Archbishop and Co-Presiding 

Bishop of the Anglican Church in Aotearoa, New Zealand and Polynesia and Bishop of Waikato. The 

other members are Dr Charles Sherlock, Revd Dr Jonathan Draper, Prof. Gerald West, Revd Dr 

Kabiro wa Gatumu, Dr David Allen, Revd Robert MacSwain OGS, the Rt Revd Dr Michael Olusina 

Fape, Dr Ellen Davis, Dr Clara Luz Ajo Lazaro, Mrs Clare Amos, and Mr Stephen Lyon. 
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BACI’BACI’BACI’BACI’S S S S LLLLENT ENT ENT ENT 2011: C2011: C2011: C2011: CREATION RESOURCEREATION RESOURCEREATION RESOURCEREATION RESOURCE    
 

On 6th Mar 2011, Revd. Canon Kenneth Kearon launched the BACI working group’s free Lenten 

biblical resource on the theme of Creation at Christ Church Cathedral Dublin. (Reports can be found 

in the Church Review and the Gazette.) EcoCongregations graciously supported the event.  

 

The resource was designed to provide parishes with a five-week programme for Lent, which consists of 

ten Bible passages with introductions, notes, and questions for reflection. A bibliography for further 

study and creation-related collects were also included. The material is intended to facilitate thoughtful 

reflection on “creation” and to inspire its application. It is structured with an Old and New Testament 

passage each week, chosen to offer diverse perspectives on Creation. The passages were selected in 

reference to the ACC’s Task One list: 

Week 1: Psalm 104 and Romans 8:12-27 
Week 2: Genesis 1-2 and John 1:1-14 
Week 3: Jeremiah 4: 11-31 and Revelation 21-22:5 
Week 4: Mark 4:26-41 and Isaiah 40:12-34 
Week 5: Ecclesiastes 3 and 2 Peter 3:1-13 

 

The pdf is downloadable from the internet <http://bibliahibernica.wordpress.com/2011/03/lent-

2011.pdf> or can be requested from the working group via email (baci.anglican@gmail.com).  

 

The BACI resource has received commendations from across the Anglican Communion. The Right 

Revd. Michael Burrows, Chairman of the Anglican Affairs Sub-Committee of the Church of Ireland 

Commission for Christian Unity and Dialogue, commended this effort, saying “I warmly welcome this 

excellent initiative to connect members of the Church of Ireland to something which is of paramount 

significance in the greater Anglican context, namely working together towards a common understanding 

of our elucidation and application of Scripture.” 

 

TTTTHE WORKING GROUP SEEHE WORKING GROUP SEEHE WORKING GROUP SEEHE WORKING GROUP SEEKS AS MANY RESPONSESKS AS MANY RESPONSESKS AS MANY RESPONSESKS AS MANY RESPONSES TO ITS  TO ITS  TO ITS  TO ITS LLLLENT RESOURCE AS POSSENT RESOURCE AS POSSENT RESOURCE AS POSSENT RESOURCE AS POSSIBLEIBLEIBLEIBLE.... All who 

have read and used the resource are invited to fill in the short online survey at 

<http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/2S3V8CR>,<http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/2S3V8CR>,<http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/2S3V8CR>,<http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/2S3V8CR>, to help the working group’s analysis. Alternately, 

the last page of the Lenten pdf contains a form which can be filled out and emailed to 

<baci.anglican@gmail.com>. 
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MMMMOOOOVING VING VING VING FFFFORWARDORWARDORWARDORWARD    
 

With the continuing ACC project and the collation of feedback from the Lent course, it is time to 

progress from an informal working group to a formal organization with elected and more representative 

committee. To do this, the working group needs suggestions and volunteers from across the Church of 

Ireland. A couple of ideas for moving the idea further have already been mooted by various people.  

 

ACC linksACC linksACC linksACC links. Since we have been interacting with the BLC project and have received support from the 

ACC, this connection could prove a way of establishing a legitimate position. Perhaps this can be 

achieved through collation of feedback and through discussions with the ACO. The longer-term ideas 

around Anglican biblical hermeneutics are quite exciting.  

 

Episcopal PatronageEpiscopal PatronageEpiscopal PatronageEpiscopal Patronage. We have mooted patronage from our two Archbishops, Armagh and Dublin; this 

is something which deserves further discussion. 

 

A conference/AGM.A conference/AGM.A conference/AGM.A conference/AGM. A mini-conference has been suggested as a way of drawing attention and 

attendance to BACI and for convening a quorum for establishing a committee. Something like this 

could potentially be held with one or two well-known Anglican speakers, followed by an initial 

founding of BACI with committee. Such an event would require some work and minor funding to be 

done properly, but it might work well.  

 

Constitution.Constitution.Constitution.Constitution. There remains a question about a constitution, whether one ought to be drafted by the 

working group or the inaugural committee. I think there was general consensus that the concept draft 

was more detailed than would be necessary.  

 

Lent 2012.Lent 2012.Lent 2012.Lent 2012. Finally, there is also the question of doing another Lenten project for the next stage of the 

ACC’s project, “social justice,” whether both or either of their sub-themes (economic justice and 

gender justice). Having a year to plan it and an official committee to sponsor it would make it more 

effective and perhaps more widely used within the COI.  

 

Please consider sending in feedback and offering to volunteer either for the working group or for the 

future committee.  
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AAAAPPENDIXPPENDIXPPENDIXPPENDIX: : : : A DRAFT CONSTITUTIONA DRAFT CONSTITUTIONA DRAFT CONSTITUTIONA DRAFT CONSTITUTION    

 

Biblical Association for the Church of Ireland ConstitutionBiblical Association for the Church of Ireland ConstitutionBiblical Association for the Church of Ireland ConstitutionBiblical Association for the Church of Ireland Constitution    
 
I. I. I. I. NameNameNameName    
The organization shall be known as the Biblical Association for the Church of Ireland, hereafter known 
as BACI.  
 
II. II. II. II. PurposePurposePurposePurpose    

A. Purpose Statement 
The Biblical Association for the Church of Ireland exists to enrich and deepen the use of the 
Bible in the Church of Ireland by encouraging rigorous and faith-based biblical study.  

 
B. Remit 

The organization will seek to fulfil this mission through the production and sponsoring of 
events and publications within Ireland. These may include, but are not limited to, study 
materials for liturgical seasons, conferences, lecture series, and web resources.  

 
BACI will seek to maintain a balance in its proceedings between critical grounding and parish 
needs, as well as to maintain participation by clergy and laity, scholars, religious education 
teachers, and interested parishioners.  

 
III. III. III. III. OrganizationOrganizationOrganizationOrganization    

A. Legal Status 
i. BACI is and shall continue to be a distinct and separate legal entity, with the power to 
acquire, to hold, and to alienate property of every description whatsoever, and with the capacity 
to acquire rights and obligations and having perpetual succession. 

 
ii. All actions or suits, proceedings at law or any arbitration shall be brought by or against 
BACI in the name of BACI and the committee may authorize any person or persons to act on 
behalf of it and to sign all such documents and to take all such steps as may be necessary in 
connection with such proceedings.  

 
iii. BACI is a non-profit association 

(a) BACI is not formed and does not exist for the purpose of any business that has for 
its object the acquisition of financial gain by BACI or its members. 

 
(b) The income and assets of BACI shall be applied solely for investment and for the 
promotion of the objects in Section II.  

 
(c) BACI shall not be entitled to carry on any trading or other profit-making activities 
or participate in any business, profession or occupation carried on by any of its 
members or provide to any of its members financial assistance or any premises or 
continuous services or facilities for the purpose of carrying on any business or 
occupation.  

 
B. Relation to the Church of Ireland 
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i. BACI shall remain administratively autonomous from the Synod and Representative Bodies 
of the Church of Ireland. 

 
ii. BACI shall seek to work in conjunction with the needs and projects of the Church of Ireland 
and shall offer an annual report to the general synod. 

 
iii. BACI shall maintain cordial correspondence with and regularly inform the House of 
Bishops of its current projects and efforts, normally taking the form of episcopal patronage.  

 
IV. IV. IV. IV. Powers and Constitutional Activities of BACIPowers and Constitutional Activities of BACIPowers and Constitutional Activities of BACIPowers and Constitutional Activities of BACI    
In accordance with Section II above, BACI shall have all such powers as are necessary for the proper 
attainment of said objectives and shall, in particular, have the following express powers: 

A. to facilitate the integration of academic biblical studies with the faith-based needs of the Church 
of Ireland and its ecumenical partners in Ireland; 
B. to sponsor, organize, and/or prepare biblical studies materials for parish and diocesan use for 
electronic dissemination and/or publication; 
C. to organize periodic conferences for biblical scholars on issues of pastoral relevance; 
D. to organize periodic conferences and/or symposia on the Bible for all interested; 
E. to maintain a list of Ireland-based biblical scholars; 
F. to facilitate the collation and/or collection of useful resources; 
G. to maintain a website for use of the members and those with interest; 
H. to forge links with similar associations throughout the world as deemed prudent; 
I. to acquire any movable or immovable property for BACI calculated to benefit BACI in the 
advancement of the goals in Section II 

 
V. V. V. V. MembershipMembershipMembershipMembership 

A. Classes of Membership 
BACI shall consist of the following classes of members: 

i. Professional Members 
ii. Ordinary Members 
iii. Student Members 
iv. Honorary Members 
v. Honorary Patron(s) 

 
B. Qualifications for membership 

The persons eligible for the various classes of membership of BACI shall be as follows: 
i. Professional Members 

Any person who has attained the age of 18 years and received at least a Diploma in Biblical Studies or a 
cognate discipline shall be eligible for membership as a Professional Member of BACI 

ii. Ordinary Members 
Any person who has attained the age of 18 years and attends a parish of the Church of Ireland or one 
of its ecumenical partners shall be eligible for membership as an Ordinary Member of BACI. 

iii. Student Members 
Any student attending a parish of the Church of Ireland or one of its ecumenical partners shall be 
eligible for membership as a Student Member of BACI. 

iv. Honorary Members 
The committee may at any annual general meeting of BACI propose honorary membership for election 
by majority vote to the members present at said meeting, to hold honorary membership at the 
discretion of the membership. 
 v. Honorary Patron(s) 
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BACI shall endeavour to name (an) honorary patron(s), for the length of time as the committee shall 
decide. The patron shall normally be a presiding archbishop, bishop, or the House of Bishops of the 
Church of Ireland.  
 

C. Election of Members 
i. Except in the case of Honorary members, applications for membership shall be in writing 
upon such form(s) as the committee may from time to time decide and shall contain such 
information and particulars, together with such verification thereof, as the committee may 
require. 

 
ii. Candidates for membership shall be elected by a majority vote of the committee or of the 
membership gathered at a general meeting.  

 
iii. Annual Subscription fees for each class of membership shall be: 

(a) Professional Member – € 15.00 
(b) Ordinary Member – € 10.00 
(c) Student Member – € 5.00 
(d) Honorary Member – gratis  

 
iv. A member of any class of membership may transfer from one form of membership to 
another upon written application to the committee.  

 
VI. VI. VI. VI. The CommitteeThe CommitteeThe CommitteeThe Committee    

A. . . . The committee shall consist of the following officers 
i. Chair 
ii. Vice-chair 
iii. Secretary 
iv. Treasurer 
v. Up to four more members-at-large to ensure the committee contains at least one 
representative of membership each from the clergy, biblical scholars, and religious education 
teachers. One of these members shall be designated as the webmaster. 

 
B. Each elected member of the committee shall hold office for the period of two years beginning 
after the annual general meeting at which elected. Each officer may be re-elected for the same 
position within the committee no more than twice in succession. 

 
C. Nominations for each position shall be open to all members of the association, provided two 
members at the annual general meetings so nominate.  

 
D. Officers shall be elected based on a majority vote at the annual general meeting.  

 
VII. VII. VII. VII. Management of BACIManagement of BACIManagement of BACIManagement of BACI    

A. The management and control of the affairs of BACI shall be vested in the committee which 
shall have full power and authority to do any act, matter, or thing which could or might be done by 
BACI as stated in Sections II and IV, excepting such matters which are reserved for the 
membership at a general meeting. In addition to the powers necessary to execute section IV, the 
committee shall have the following special powers: 

i. to draft and propose amendments and by-laws to this constitution for regulation of the 
affairs of BACI, provided that such are brought to the general membership; 
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ii. to delegate to any subcommittee all or any of the authorities conferred to the committee by 
these rules for ends specified by the committee; 
iii. to call exceptional general meetings as deemed prudent; 
iv. to make and give receipts in the name of BACI. 

 
B. Meetings of the Committee 

i. The committee shall meet at least twice in each year; 
ii. All decisions of the committee shall be by majority vote of those members present; 
iii. The secretary may call additional meetings on the request of two committee members; 
iv. The committee will record and keep available the minutes of its meeting and shall make 
these available to the membership as requested 

 
C. Annual General Meetings 

i. BACI shall hold an annual general meeting of members, and it shall be held at such time and 
place as the committee may determine prudent, but it should normally be held before Ash 
Wednesday in each year.  
ii. Notice of the date, time, and place for the holding of the annual general meeting shall be 
posted by email or postal letter to each of the registered members at his/her registered address 
at least two weeks prior to the meeting; 
iii. Any amendments to this constitution to be put to the membership should normally be 
circulated to the membership at least two weeks prior; 
iv. The committee shall present to the membership a treasurer’s and a secretary’s report; 
v. When necessary, elections for vacant committee positions shall be held. 

 
D. Other General Meetings 

i. The committee may, through the secretary, call additional meetings or events throughout the 
year, and normally shall send members a fortnight’s notice in advance.  
ii. A quorum for voting at any general meeting shall be at least seven members. 

 
VIII.VIII.VIII.VIII.    Foundation and Termination of BACIFoundation and Termination of BACIFoundation and Termination of BACIFoundation and Termination of BACI    

A. BACI shall be deemed formed and regulated under this constitution upon majority ratification 
at an inaugural general meeting called by the working group. 

 
B. BACI shall be deemed terminated upon unanimous vote of the committee and ratification at a 
subsequent annual meeting.  

    


